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@® Welding is essential in the modern air- Tomorrow’s engineers will be expected 

plane gasoline tank because high strength, to know how to take advantage of this mod- 

lightness and freedom from leakage are ern metal-working process. Several valuable 

paramount considerations. and interesting technical booklets describ- 

Welding has made many good products ing the application of the oxy-acetylene 

etter—gasoline tanks, stoves, automobiles, process of welding and cutting in design, 

radios, refrigerators, streamlined trains and construction and fabrication are available 

a thousand other things. This modern from Linde offices in principal cities. Write 

method of manufacture is applicable to the The Linde Air Products Company, Unit of 

widest range of materials—steel and iron, Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation, 30 

aluminum, copper, brass and all other East 42nd Street, New York, N. Y. 

alloys and metals, even platinum. It is ideal 

for use where strong, smooth, invisible 

joints are necessary for enameling, for I 

cleanliness or for appearance. ya _x tanh Fe = 
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of natural petroleum. Hydrogenation provides an effec- 

e tive means of converting creosote, low temperature tar, 

Hy drogenation etc., into standard fuel oil or gasoline. In countries which 

have natural petroleum, like the United States and Russia, 

f C l hydrogenation is used only in this capacity and not with 

O Oa solid coal to any extent at all. 

Gasoline contains 85°/, carbon and 15° hydrogen, while 

by LEO A. HERNING, ch’38 coal has 85 parts carbon to approximately five parts of 

associated hydrogen. Detailed scientific investigation on 
Mlustrations Courtesy Cherileal and Metallurgical the formation of coal resulted in a conception of its 

Engineering chemical structure. It was therefore conceivable that un- 

der certain conditions one could transform coal by the 

ODAY in a complex world a nation’s wealth is al- addition of hydrogen into compounds of lower molecular 

T most as dependent on its coal supply as its gold weight and a relatively high hydrogen content. Such sub- 

reserve. In an age of chemistry and chemical prog- stances would be closely related to the hydrocarbons con- 
gress coal becomes the base of an increasing number of tained in crude oil. The invention of the hydrogenation 

important products. Dyes, perfumes, sugar, as well as of coal was purely the result of scientific research and not 
sources of power and heat put coal at the top of a nation’s the result of any planned idea on a national scale. 

needs. At the present time, through a recent discovery, Dr. Bergius was one of the first workers in the field of 

this is more true than ever before. A new process by coal liquefaction. He was the first to actually show that 
which coal can be converted into liquid gasoline and oil coal could be liquified at temperatures between 400-500°C. 

was conceived of in the minds of chemists early in the under high pressure. Soon after the World war Germany 

20th century. This dream became an actuality and now became interested in what was known as the Bergius proc- 

makes coal rank first in the needs of any nation that is to ess. They commenced work on the problem of turning 

survive. Luckily, coal is one of the substances bountifully out the laboratory work on a commercial scale. They 

distributed throughout the world so that every nation has erected a large plant in 1927 for which they had devel- 

access to a supply of it. oped successful catalysts to make the reaction proceed 

Oil has recently become a rival of coal for heating and commercially. They found that an increase in tempera- 

steam raising and has opened up new fields through the ture accelerates hydrogenation, but too high a tempera- 

internal combustion engine. Thus the possibility of con- 

verting coal into oil has become of supreme importance to __ 

the countries which have no natural petroleum. While all 7 2 

nations have supplies of coal, oil is an entirely different Pee Brit 

matter. Almost all European countries import oil from ee Tat it a 

the United States and other sources. Great nations like Ris , ‘| 7 : / 
England, France, Germany, and Italy have no natural ee an | Ww : Wore —rr—“_™_O—r 

petroleum from which oil and gasoline can be derived. a a ’ mR is i. _ ~—eres—mee 

Therefore it is obvious that these nations would strive to a a 4 i @ 

find some means to make themselves independent of a A = b. <a 00té~‘C 

hostile world. 2] ah kt a ee TR CC 
Germany, England, France, Russia, Hungary, and the on cy \ ae Ad it b. i =) 4 

United States have hydrogenation plants in operation to- Fe Ve  ¢ _ ~ i | Nee ‘ oe 

day while plants are under consideration in Switzerland, | sO . i ; ] Ke = 7] ta Be 

South America, Australia, and Japan. The greatest com- ee y/ ry a i =. ff ‘| N a Pp bow - 

mercial output of gasoline and oil from coal is in England o> | ed wm yA eae | 4 "2 1 a - . hoe 

and Germany. When plants now being constructed are “I ie h | a Ww. & 7 De ; ‘lee, 

completed Germany will be able to produce 750,000 tons =< a aE ay J aa , Ss , { i| a 
of high grade gasoline a year from their native brown bs a Fs . A \ ar i| os 

coal. England can produce 150,000 tons a year at their =) i a) bein! ee i" Pe 

Billingham plant from bituminous coal. =) Le en nail — ‘dl Nt he 

The essential feature of a hydrogenation process is that ~ : FP ean f ee 
. : a ‘ Oe iQ Ln ot aaa 2 

gaseous hydrogen is supplied from some external source hk d py ena a," a | 

to make good deficiencies in feed stock. Thus production Vn ae —————— 

of coke is avoided and high yields of light spirits can be ea ima a 

obtained. Petrol or gasoline so obtained is free from a ,japesemmmmccteaaeammmn=s gall a 
tendency toward gum formation and its volatility, anti- ~<a 

knock, etc., can be controlled within wide limits. Hydro- . 

genation may be thought of as an ally rather than a rival Hydrogenation unit with three converters at the left and, at 
of the cracking process in countries which have supplies the right, catch pot and heat exchangers 

December, 1936 Page 43



ture results in a reduction of the maximum degree of Ke 

hydrogenation. An increase of pressure results in in- y oo - oe 

creased conversion of coal to liquid products and a de- 4 tk 
crease in the rate of deterioration of the catalyst. There- é 7 oC id ea ; . 

fore as high a pressure as is commercially feasible to use A 8 - 4 + iz 

was used. Among various catalysts used were molybidic ' - — <aP 
oxide and a mixture of iron and chromium oxides. Tetra- i 4 ws ° \ 

hydronaphthalene was quite an effective catalyst because A | Md yon \ 

of its action as a hydrogen carrier. i | i § iN Mie ys \ 

Perhaps a description of the building and operation of i oy bey ae meh 

one of the most modern plants in the world will give a \ ae | eA ~ 

true perspective of the process of hydrogenation. The ‘ P Ar % Ly ir 
Billingham plant in England was the first in the world ee ag fs A - > \ 

to actually commercially hydrogenate bituminous coal: : 7 - | «al \ 

Raw coal is cleaned to less than 24”% ash. It is then gt “ ad a 

ground into a powder and mixed with heavy oil and a ~ “Pram = ee . 

small amount of the desired catalyst to make a 50% coal E el ee n A i é in oil paste. The heavy oil was previously made in the =e e ee Lae 

process. This mixture is injected against working pres- = cmamneeineaiails - = 

sures of 250 atmospheres (3700 pounds per square inch) ee he z m C ; al L 
and mixed with hydrogen. The mixture is heated to a re- pee rae ea 1 ‘ ie 
action temperature and liquefaction of coal takes place . nae ee. {1 le ag Cs: 

at 450°C. (850° F.) and 250 atmospheres pressure. A iz — . 

small heavy oil fraction containing unconverted coal and Distillation equipment for fractionating 

ash (about 5°, by weight) is treated for oil recovery, and hydrogenated products 

the unconverted residue used as a fuel. A major part of again. Thus the original coal is transformed into a small 

the coal is transformed into lighter oils which are vapor- solid consumable residue, gas, and petrol. Once started, 

ized and are recovered on cooling the gaseous products the system can be run continuously using only water and 

which leave the converters. The crude oil so obtained is coal as materials. 

distilled into heavy oil, middle oil, and petrol (gasoline). Hydrogen for use in the coal hydrogenation is made by 
The heavy oil is further hydrogenated to give the action of hot steam on coal. 

middle oil C+H:0 ——>CO-+H: 

Mya Far, and gasoline. The gas so formed is treated by what is known as the 
CO @) y The middle bog iron ore process. This process removes sulphur in 

O low temperature tar O oil is then form of HeS. Twenty boxes, each made of electrically 

i a cle otf further hy- welded mild steel, 35x35x23 feet, are filled with iron ore 

Lis aa drogen- by means of an overhead crane of seven ton capacity. 

\ “(Slodge: Coke || 2y ated inva- From the sulphur removal plant the gases pass to the 
§ residue HSS por phase _ hydrogen plant where they undergo a high temperature 

ee ; aes es converters in catalytic process for the conversion of the CO to hydro- 

Ss 3 \ = [= which the gen at the expense of steam. 

8 Sludge bas Creosore vaporiz- Caratyst 

s (/ bruce oil = LS oly ed light oil CO-+H:0——>CO-++-H: 

‘ S44 oe. N's s C) and hydro- The gas is compressed in stages to a pressure of 825 

SIR S $ | gen are pounds per square inch. Water is then injected against 

3 g \fean eo ss & “pty passed over the gas pressure by turbo-driven pumps each of 1000 h.p. 

oP teow os ] a solid cata- capacity. The water is finally reduced to atmospheric pres- 

C | = Se" lyst. The sure by Pelton wheels which recover a large portion of 

8 <= = NY \ heavy oil crude vapor available energy in the form of electric power. This wash- 

Ss “Creosote. phase prod- ing removes most of the CO:, The gas is then compressed 

Gy d uit oH: ge i di to 3,750 pounds per square inch. After compression the 

% fl Wisfillation| “Recycle oil t ‘fled he last traces of CO and CO: are removed by scrubbing the 

ge th sd L, id. Ba8e8 with a special solution of cuprous ammonium salts. 

ef = Fesicuas.mud- The gas is now passed into the mains ready for use. 

& G “easoliae dle oil being Again the dream of an engineer who had the courage 

C4 line Separat- to carry through his convictions has become of world im- 
ed from pet- portance. Today the world needs more engineers who 

Flow diagram of three-stage hydrogenation rol and _ will do what they believe in the face of odds to make the 
process treated _ world a better place to live in. 
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ENGINEERS In the News— 
Athlete: not neglected the social world. He First conceived the idea in the 

EDWARD G. CHRISTIANSON is an active member of Sigma Chi spring of 1933... began prepara- 

and has done much to hold up their tion in June, 1934 . . . Lockheed 
When Ed graduates from the uni- traditions. Vega plane with a Wasp 560 h.p. 

versity this spring he plans to try ees motor was chosen . . . special fuel 

his hand at gold mining. He will tanks to carry 760 gallons of fuel 

head for Dillon, Montana, to seek Flyer: were installed . . . all the instru- 

adventure in a newly discovered FELIX WAITKUS ments necessary for blind flying 

gold field. A self-styled adventurer, Bieelieuc, Belie’ Waickus UUs. were installed . . . luckily, too, for 

gold bug, mining engineer is this Army Air Corps—made the sixth Felix flew across the “pond” without 

es Chris- successful solo flight of the Atlantic having once caught sight of it. . . 

ii 1 xO 2 _ 24. ... two thousand flying hours to his Customary raft and all life-saving 

who leaves a credit. First year of preparatory equipment were stored . . . naviga- 

behind a _ Se : work in the mechanical engineering tion accomplished by radio direc- 
colorful ca- gs = 7 y scheel « « « Mat. ot New “York tional finder and dead reckoning... 
reer. A six = yo Unive r only a compass and a straight line 

letter man, _ ve x; sity will —_— - map of the Great Circle route were 
having _ _ 4 gradu- - 4 necessary to plot the course. 

played f : ate Felix | - Then four months of tedious 

three years as a de- i. | - _ os waiting for favorable weather con- 

of var- | signing en- ' a. ditions . . . the start—4:00 a.m.— 

sity foot gineer... . . September 6, 1935... . the 8,000- 

b a Ila n d Criristianson has receiv- . Ve % pound Lithuania II rose from Floyd 
this spring ed highest . 7 Bennett airport, New York .. . fol- 

will be his third season of intercol- award the _. lowed the trail blazed by Lindbergh, 
legiate track. Ed heaves the shotput Ci ade as / eight years earlier... saw the 

and hung up a second place for anian gov- : . American continent for the last time 

himself during the Big Ten meet ernment Wirreng at Kings, Nova Scotia . . . ran into 

when he was only a sophomore. can bestow : : bad weather just before leaving the 

However, his greatest laurels have ... comparable to the Distinguished coast . . . twice forced down from 

been won on the gridiron. Declared Service medal of the United States 15,000 feet by ice formation . . . en- 

the most valuable tackle to the team, government... stamps of that coun- gulfed in storm during the entire 

Ed has offered the stiffest opposi- try have commemorated his epic crossing .. . Altonole, Ireland, com- 

tion to all of his opponents. It was flight . . . turned down offer of as- mercial station acted as the direc- 

during the Illinois game of the 1934 sistant chief of the air corps for two tional sender . . . perfect communi- 

Season that he had the most fun European nations . . . has conferred cation was maintained at all times 

playing. with more dignitaries in one month ... finally beaten by fog and failing 

Ed was born twenty years ago in than most government officials meet fuel supply . . . forced down in a 

Chicago. He attended Wisconsin in a lifetime. field at Balleinrobe, County Mayo, 

high school, where he was constant- Born in Chicago, twenty-six years in Ireland . . . proceeded to the 

ly in contact with athletics. He has ago... spent his early days dream- Lithuanian capital, Kaunas, by train 

lived to realize an ambition that was ing... not of model airplanes or of . .. cordially received by the presi- 

formulated when he was in the sev- an engineering career, but of ath- dent .. . national holiday was de- 

enth grade—an ambition to make letics . . . spent three years at the clared .. . two and one-half months 

the varsity squad. University of Chicago in the com- spent in Europe... then home to a 

He is affiliated with the student merce school ... then the flying bug welcome in New York City. 

mining club. His record as a stu- bit . . . Felix packed his bags and Seeing the futility of attempting 

dent is one of the best. He likes the entrained for Kelly field in Texas commercial flying, Felix decided on 

engineering school because “things . .. after twelve hours of flying in- aircraft designing. Carrying a full 

are put across to you.” Ed would struction he soloed ... against gov- schedule in the engineering school 

like to see the engineering courses ernment regulations. Transferred he finds time to engage in a host of 

broadened to include more cultural to Selfridge field in Detroit and other activitiés. His correspondence 
subjects. He claims good engineers two eventful years in aircraft train- course in the commerce school will 

don’t have time to think about the ing before fate planted him in Koh- bestow a Ph.B. on him before he re- 
lawyers. ler, Wisconsin, the first step in his ceives his B.S. in aeronautical engi- 

Active in all walks of life, Ed has trans-Atlantic flight. neering. 
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to use these tubes to amplify potentials of less than 10-* 

e volts, the grid fluctuations being kept to less than 1< 10-8 Measuring Small ae 
On the other hand, if it is desired to measure a photo- 

Currents electric current of 10-'! amperes, the only way that this 

small current could be made to produce an appreciable 

change in grid potential in a circuit such as shown in Fig. 

~ 2 or Fig. 3 is by using a very large grid resistance, Rz, of 

by FREDERICK A. MAXFIELD, the order of 108 ohms. This would produce a voltage 

Instructor in Elecwical Engineering drop of .010 volts. For this purpose, then, one would like 

an amplifier with a very small grid current, otherwise the 
T OFTEN happens that an engineer or physicist in available charge will be simply side-tracked from the high 

I seeking the solution of a particular problem by experi- external grid resistance through which it ought to flow. 

mental means is hindered by an inability to measure Besides this the grid current must be small so that small 
with ordinary apparatus some very small electric current guctuations in it will not mask the small currents that 

or quantity of electric charge. This problem arises when are to be measured. Slight variations in grid potential 

one tries to evaluate very large resistances or very small caused by irregularities in filament emmision are of little 
electric condensers, or when one tries to measure very importance since the potentials applied to the grid are 

small photoelectric currents or the charge liberated by the relatively large. 

passage through a gas of a single particle produced by These two classes of application lead to tubes of quite 
the spontaneous disintegration of such substances as uran- different design. Only the low grid current tube or elec- 

ium or radium (alpha particles). trometer tube will be considered in detail. Let us first 

Up to a few years ago, the apparatus available for such discuss the unavoidable sources of grid current, since they 
measurements was very inadequate. It is true that there a+ the most important factors in determining the design 

were several pieces of apparatus that were considered ultra G¢ these tubes.’ Later the means that various manufac: 

sensitive, but there was none that could be called satis- turers used to meet the specifications imposed will be dis- 
factory for comparing the intensity of light from distant 
ex faire stars, or determining the charge liberated by the 1G. F. Metcalf and B. J. Thompson, Phy. Rev., vol. 36, p. 1489, 1930. 

passage of a single alpha particle through air. In the first 

case, the star intensities could be compared by using a 

photoelectric tube, if the small current produced in the 

tube by the star light could be measured. And in the sec- 
ond, the charge could be collected by having the ray pass 

between a pair of plates maintained at a difference of / 

potential. But in neither case could the small charge or / 

current be measured satisfactorily with existing equip- me 

ment. 

It was natural that physicists and engineers should turn | | ee /| /| 

to radio technique to furnish better measuring devices. = 

Not only are electronic tubes extremely sensitive to small 

effects, but through them it is possible to amplify these A 16s 

small effects to any degree whatever and broadcast them / 

to the nation if it is desirable. | | | Az 1 | 

In picking the proper type of electronic tubes to use Q 
3 . 7 go ——® 

for these measurements, one must bear in mind that the g 

| very small amount of power available to actuate an ampli- | | | i g 

fier may appear at a moderate current and a very small | __ 

voltage, or it my appear at a moderate voltage and a very i ee ~ 

small current. To meet this situation, there are now two y DRH 505 s 

general types of amplifier tube available. One satisfying LZ } 40 s 

the first condition is a voltage amplifier; the other is a cur- \/ x 
rent amplifier. Quite different conditions must be ful- LY | x 

filled in the proper design of these tubes. In the design /| ~ 

of the “low noise” voltage amplifiers, such as the PJ 11 or | 

RJ 544, the grid current is relatively unimportant, but un- rite || 
controlled fluctuations in grid potential are important. || 

i ; ; = 2 = = a pene relatively low grid resistances are used, and #0 Aull Bhar Village @ o a 
uctuations in electron emission from the cathode are 7 

reduced to a minimum. In a proper circuit, it is possible Fic. 1 
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cussed, as well as typical circuits employing electrometer At present there are three tubes on the market which 

tubes. are satisfactory for amplifying small currents. These are 

The sources of grid current even when the grid is suf- the Westinghouse RH 507, a three-element tube; the Gen- 
ficiently negative to repel all electrons coming up to it gral Electric FP 54, a four element (screen-grid) tube; 

n i i 5 : 
can be cas pocarag a ieagee a Se = iy and the Western Electric D-96475, also a four element 
7 insulation ea ae. OF aeee 2 nen over © tube. All of the tubes have the control grid connection 

po . . : 
g as Of the “cu a This bene € Se eens y 10°" 08 coming out of the top of the tube, since that is one of 

17 : id 
10 Basses hou: e vened a shes wtideeal sen of fis eu the easiest ways to increase the resistance to leakage cur- 

7 7 tection tons ha aah um the Eealghar. Bae k the tube. rent. It is interesting to compare the three and see how 

. TES erectrons um ‘he oo . na nw enough |enersy £9 they satisfy the criteria of a good tube as set forth above. 

lonize:any (gas 1p) the; tune (A perfect vacuum is impos- such a comparison is given in the following table. 
sible.) The positive ions so formed are attracted to the 4 ‘ 

f ‘ ‘ ‘ : As was mentioned before, these tubes are current ampli- 
negative grid by their electric charge, and constitute the " : 3 

? fiers and not voltage amplifiers. That is, the voltage ampli- 
greatest part of the current to the grid. . : 

Lo. wo: .j ks fication factor, mu, is one or even less. However, the 
3. Thermionic emission from the grid if it gets hot. : . tts 

: : . current amplification factor may be several million. For 
This represents a loss of negative charge from the grid 19 ‘ 

. example, a current of 10-'' amperes flowing through a 
and constitutes a current. 5 : £3 ' 5 

BBs 1 eal grid resistance of 10!” ohms will produce a change in the 
4. Positive ions from the filament. A thermionic cath- : é 

: aa plate current of .25 microamperes (.2510-' amperes) to 
ode may emit positive ions as well as electrons. In a prac- : . a: . 

. : i .  -40 microamperes, depending on the test conditions. This 
tical case this may be as large as 10-'! amperes. The posi- lifeati fat | 2510-6 

toe : represen: rren a 
tive ions are attracted to the grid and produce a current ‘Presents a current amplincation of at least 10-14 

in the same way as positive ions formed in the residual =25,000,000. As another illustration, consider the prob- 
gas. lem of measuring the number of ions produced by the 

5. Photoelectrons emitted from the control grid, caused _ passage of a single slow alpha particle through air. Such 

by light from the filament. Just as in the case of ther- a particle will produce about 100,000 ions or about 100,- 

TROUBLE WESTINGHOUSE GENERAL ELECTRIC WESTERN ELECTRIC 
RH 507 FP 54 D 96475 

1. Leakage over glass. High resistance glass. Non-hygro- High resistance glass. Two quartz High resistance glass. One quartz 
scopic wax on top of tube around insulators inside to support grid insulator inside to support grid. 
control grid connection. Grounded but no provision for stopping leak- Control grid brought out through a 
conducting coating outside tube; age over outside glass surface. long thin glass neck. No provision 
guard ring inside. for stopping leakage over outside 

plage-surtace: 
2. Positive ions from the gas. Plate potential held at approximate- Plate potential held to approximate- Plate potential held to approximate- 

ly six volts which potential is low- ly six volts. Ip four volts, 
er than the ionization potential of 
all gases and vapors likely to be 

. present. i. 
3. Thermionic emission from Low filament temperature and hence Low filament temperature. Thori- Low filament temperature, Oxide 

the grid. less heat radiated to grid, possible ated tungsten filament. coated filament. 

by use of oxide coated filament. ; ; 
4. lons from filament. Oxide coated filament. Ions  pre- Thoriated tungsten filament. Space Oxide coated filament. Space charge 

vented from reaching grid by hav- charge grid at positive potential pre- grid at same potential as plate pre- 
ing grid outside plate. vents ions from reaching control vents ions from reaching control 

grid. grid. 

5. Photoelectrons produced by Low temperature oxide coated fila- Low temperature thoriated tungsten Low temperature oxide filament. 
light from filament. ment. filament. 

6. Photoelectrons produced by Low plate voltage Low plate voltage Low plate voltage 
soft X-rays. (6 volts). (6 volts). (4 volts). 

mionic emission, photoelectric emission from the grid con- 0001.59 10-19=1.5910-" _coulombs of charge. If 

stitutes a current. In the case of the light from a pure this small charge is transferred to the grid of one of these 
tungsten filament, this may reach 10-!2 amperes. The tubes, since its capacity with auxiliary ionization chambers 

light from a thoriated filament may produce no more than _ is about 10.5 10-S mfd, the charge will produce a change 

10-1 amperes and the light from an oxide coated filament in plate current of from .03 X 10-* to .06 x 10-* amperes, de- 

even less. This follows since the latter two filaments need pending on the tube used. Fig. 1 shows typical grid volt- 

not be operated at as high temperatures as pure tung- age-plate current characteristics for the three kinds of 

sten. tubes. It will be seen that the characteristics are remark- 

6. Photoelectrons from the control grid produced by ably straight over a wide range of grid voltage. The curve 
soft X-rays from the anode and space charge grid if any. marked DRH 505 refers to an experimental Westinghouse 

This produces the same effect as the preceding item, but tube which has been superseded by the RH 507. 
the source of the rays is now no longer the cathode. These The simplest possible one-tube circuit is shown in Fig. 2. 

rays are produced by the bombardment of the anode or With this circuit the steady part of the plate current is 

gtid by the normal tube current of electrons. Changes in compensated in the galvanometer by sending a current 
cathode temperature will, of course, through change in through it in a direction opposite to the plate current. 

plate current, affect the production of these soft X-rays. The resistance Ri is adjusted so that the galvanometer 
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Brown! is shown in Fig. 3. Here the four arms of the 

bridge are represented by R", R", the resistance of the 

tube between plate and filament, and R® plus the resist- 

Pholo Tube z R. (| | ance of the tube between screen grid and filament. This 

circuit depends on balancing the plate current against the 

screen grid current, the filament being supplied from the 

k i c @) & n same battery as the plate. In the balanced condition, small 

: lil = 411 Jr fi] 7 variations in the battery voltage should affect the current 

Fie. 2 through R? and R" in the same way and should not appre- 

ciably affect the current through the galvanometer. Al- 

stands at zero until the potential of the grid is disturbed. though this circuit has the advantage of greater stability, 

The galvanometer is of course provided with a variable it is not capable of the sensitivity of the circuit shown in 

shunt so that it may be used at reduced sensitivity until Fig. 2. This is characteristic of bridge type amplifier cir- 

the current is nearly in balance. With this type of circuit cuits, because any increase in plate current does not all 

there is always a certain galvanometer drift or continuous pass through the galvanometer; only part of the increase 

| change in plate current, due to the running down of the goes through the galvanometer, the other part going 

batteries. By properly choosing the batteries E: and E: through R’. The magnitude of R? and R" and the resist- 

the drift due to change in battery voltage can be practi- ance of the galvanometer determines what proportion of 

cally eliminated, but the running down of the filament bat- the increase will pass through the galvanometer. As a 

tery and the aging of the filament cause a change in fila- matter of fact, with this circuit an increase of control grid 

ment emission for which it is practically impossible to potential causes not only an increase of plate current but 

compensate completely. Periodically the circuit must be also a decrease in screen grid current, thus producing a 
rebalanced. Hafstad’ was able to measure currents of the slightly greater unbalance than would ordinarily be ob- 

| order of 10-'" amperes with a circuit of this type using a tained with a simple bridge circuit. 

| grid resistance of 10'* ohms and a galvanometer sensitiv- 

ity of 10-'" amperes per millimeter of the scale. Under 

these circumstances he had a galvanometer deflection of 

about 2.5 mm. and a galvanometer drift of 10 to 50 mm. per Pholo Tube ] 
, hour (1 to 5<10-? amperes per hour), but to attain this O « Ke 

sensitivity he took considerable pains to obtain proper | % © 
| compensation and employed several large storage batteries & MG 
| in parallel to supply his filament, which was rated at only Alife 

-090 amperes. Meas 

Other circuits have been much used, however, which 

eliminate most of the trouble of drift. They are essential- R, é 
ly bridge circuits which make use of the fact that all of the ; ahhh 
voltage necessary for operation can be supplied by one or be 
two batteries.’ Stability is obtained in these circuits by an One might think that using, in place of the galvano- 
adjustment of the elements of the network to fit the char- meter, a second tube connected to a similar circuit or per- 

acteristics of the tube to be used. In this way it is possible haps several such circuits connected in series, that there 
to make the effect of variations in battery voltage very would be no limit to the smallness of a current that could 
small. A typical circuit of this kind due to Du Bridge and be measured and that one might indeed measure the cur- 

21. R. Halstad. Phy Rev, vol. 44, p. 201, 1933. rent produced by a single electron. As a matter of fact, 
# an a discussion Ae type circuits see 1. B. Penick, Rev. Sci. Inst. this is quite impossible. A single tube produces sufficient 

) 41 Bede Hd DEG Reve Sete Insks xol 4. p. 532 (1933). amplification to measure the smallest current that one will 
ever be able to measure experimentally. Natural fluctua- 

nada tions produce currents which are large compared with that 
r due to the passage of one electron per second.’ 

These fluctuations are caused by a number of factors 
Certain of these can easily be eliminated. For instance, 

. effects due to electrostatic or electromagnetic disturbances 

4 #0900 0.6 in the region of the circuit can be overcome by properly 

Va S608. shielding all the parts of the circuit, and effects due to the 

a : on & variation of resistance values with room temperature may 
§40000 g be minimized by thermally shielding the circuit. Likewise 

Lf 8 j,000 oe s stray ions in the air about the tube may produce a non- 
6 enures yg (continued on page 58) 

5 ° ° A drift of one electron per second past a point is equivalent to a current 
Fic. 4 of 1.59 10-19 amperes 
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SN OCIETIES—___— 
A.S.A.E. TAU BETA PI 

It was through a regrettable misunderstanding that we © Pointing out the importance of engineers and 

did not introduce to this page sooner our newest organi- i. engineering in astronomy, Prof. Joel Stebbins, 

zation. The ag engineers had their first meeting of the [\ director of Washburn Observatory, addressed the 

year on the second Thursday of November. At that ses- an) members of Tau Beta Pi, national honorary engi- 

sion, Donald Wiggins, ’37, was elected president; Fred | neering fraternity, at the fall initiation banquet 

Hoppart, ’38, vice-president; and Richard Witz, 39, sec- held at the Memorial Union, Thursday evening, Decem- 

retary-treasurer. ber 3. . 

| The first presentation on the evening’s program was a Gerard A. Rohlich, c’36, president of Tau Beta Pi, wel- 

resume of a seminar paper by Jim Elliot entitled, “The comed the initiates. The response was given by Robert F. 

Relation of Machinery Cost to Farm Income.” Two sig- Zwettler, ’37. 

nificant facts brought out were that the average net income One of the high spots of the evening was the presence 

of typical farms in Wisconsin and Nebraska was $1,000 at the meeting of Mr. Walter S. Lacher, ¢’07, who was 

a year and the ratio of machinery cost to net income was initiated into Tau Beta Pi in 1906, and who came from La 

1 to 4.7. Grange, Illinois, to be present at the initiation of his son, 

The main speaker of the evening was Mr. E. C. Meyers, Richard Lacher, just 30 years later. 

instructor in ag engineering, who described his last sum- Those initiated were: 

mer’s trip through the Mediterranean and Black Seas. As Seniors, Kenneth M. Brown, Ronald L. Daggett, J. Rob- 

illustrations of the various ports discussed, he passed ert Hafstrom, Philip H. Kern, Donald H. Kutchera, Rich- 

around mounted photographs. At the end of Mr. Meyers’ ard W. Lacher, Charles L. Miller, Spaulding A. Norris, 
talk, the meeting was officially adjourned. The chairman Chester D. Rudolf, Karl E. Sager, Lawrence E. Simon, 

of the next meeting, December 17, will be Gordon Meyers. Carl B. Sohns, Frederic D. Utter, Everett C. Wallace, Ger- 

— hard A. Vater, Robert F. Zwettler; juniors, Reinhardt N. 

CHI EPSILON Sabee, William N. Wright. 
Tuesday evening, December 1, Russell 

2 Langteau, Charles Miller, Russell Newbury, ETA KAPPA NU 

Os Spaulding Norris, Ray Voelker, Robert Eich d taitiated Monday: D: 
Ne Zwettler, and Louis Sheerar were initiated O sent students WEES, InIMate Ondays nA" 
ats into Chi Epsilon, h iil engineerin AS cember 14, into Theta chapter of Eta Kappa 

psilon, honorary civil engineering A~“~~ Nu. h lectrical i ing f : 

fraternity. Prof. Ray S. Owen acted as toast- <> a? onorary clectrica engineering —— 
3 SZ nity. The initiates were: senior, Gerhard A. 

I master at the banquet which followed the we . . 
formal initiation. K A a Juniors, Bverett Fy Davies ne “ 

i‘ . : : : etchum, ro Lingard, Wayne T. Mitchell, Fre: : 
ee ne Fming to hold a Christmas party the Neumann, Alan K. Ross, and Lee M. Zawasky. 

Prof. R. R. Benedict was toastmaster at the banquet 

ASME. which immediately followed the initiation. A very inter- 

On November 74:theanechanicals attended. esting address illustrated with slides was given on the 

Gy) a meeting at which the speaker of the evening work of the physics department by Prof. H. B. Wahlin. 

63) was Mr. Roscoe G. Walters, m’06, from the The president, Herbert Luoma, welcomed the new mem- 

a Wisconsin Power and Light Company. Eugene bers. Paul Ketchum responded for the initiates. Mr. An- 

Kirtland, president of the society, conducted the proceed- ” B. Zerby, national executive secretary of Eta Kappa 

ings and passed out copies of Mechanical Engineering for Nu, was one of the distinguished guests of the evening. 

this month to members of the national society as well as — 

membership cards for those wishing to join. A.S.C.E. 

Mr. Walters discussed the increase in power and elec- Thursday, November 19, the student 

tric service to rural communities and also showed charts american J branch of the American Society of Civil 

which graphically illustrated the increase from 1913 to soe Engineers held a méeting in the auditorium 

1930. In addition he described the features of the steam Seo of the hydraulics laboratory at which Mr. 

and hydroelectric plants operated by his company. In con- (852 A. T. Lenz of the hydraulics department 

nection with the hydroelectric plants he showed how water lectured on the construction in TVA work, 

is stored for use during dry seasons. showing slides and large pictures. He described construc- 
The finale of the evenings’ program was a moving pic- tion at the Wilson and Norris Dams, on both of which he 

ture on the development of the steam engine and steam has been working recently. 
locomotive. At the end of this picture frankfurters and After the lecture beer and pretzels were served, with 
coffee were served in the heating and ventilating lab. William Littleton as bartender. 
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oN NEE Campus 
ELECTRICAL AND MECHANI- zation. He will succeed Prof. J. B. HOLD WATER WORKS SHORT 

CALS VISIT CHICAGO Kommers of the mechanics depart- COURSE HERE 
On October 19 to 22 about 86 ment. Thirty members from the Under the joint sponsorship of 

senior electricals and mechanicals University of Wisconsin attended the university, the state board of 

spent an interesting four days in- and took an active part in the ac- health, and the state laboratory of 
specting the various manufacturing tivities. Prof. G. L. Larson spoke hygiene, the fourth annual short 

plants in and around Chicago. Char- on “Research for Benefit of Indus- course for water works operators 

tering two Greyhound buses, the try and General Public,” and a was held here at the hydraulics lab 

group stopped at Beloit on their round table discussion of the sub- last November 18 to 21. Fifty-three 

way to Chicago to visit the Fair- ject “Securing and Maintaining In- men attended, representing 45 cities 

| banks-Morse plant. The same after- terest” was led by Profs. Orth and in Wisconsin and Illinois. 

noon the mechanicals inspected the K. G. Shields. Prof. B. G. Elliott The object of the course is to 

Elgin Watch factory at Elgin, Illi- was chairman of a division meeting keep water works operators in- 
nois, while the electricals were in on mechanical engineering, in which formed concerning latest develop- 

| Chicago going through the Chicago Dean Turneaure gave a talk on ments in water treatment and dis- 
Lighting Institute. Other plants vis- “Young Engineers in Design” and tribution. H. W. Ruf of the hy- 

| ited by the mechanicals led by Professor Elliott one on “Short draulics department had charge of 

: Profs. Pat Hyland and G. C. Wil- Course Relation to Colleges.” An- arranging the course which con- 

| son were the Carnegie-IIlinois Steel other division on mechanics and hy- sisted of lectures in the morning and 

: Company, the Crane Company, draulics was led by Prof. M. O. practical demonstrations in the lab 

| Western Electric, Mars Incorpo- Withey. in the afternoon. 

rated, and the Crawford Avenue During the business meeting the Some of the speakers were Prof. 

Generating Station. name of the section was changed. L. H. Kessler, Dr. W. D. Stovall, 

Professors Watson and Koehler from “Iowa-Wisconsin” to “North- and Dr. M. S. Nichols of the uni- 

were in charge of the electricals and Midwest,” and representatives from versity; L. Enslow, editor of “Water 
took them on a tour which included Minnesota were asked to attend the Works and Sewage,” from New 

: the G. E. X-Ray Corporation, IIli- next meeting to be held at Mar- York; and W. Birdsell and Oscar 

nois Steel Company, and Western quette. Gullans of Chicago. 

Electric. One of the most interest- —_ 

ing places, however, was the Electro- oO GEOLOGY FIELD TRIP 

Motive Corporation, a subsidiary of CONSTRUCT NEW WLBL Led by Prof. A M. Leith, 92 civ- 

General Motors, where stream-lined ils and miners in the engineering 
‘ TRANSMITTER . 

trains are manufactured. Geology 9 course spent a chilly day 

SS Work was started on a 5,000 watt last month inspecting rocks in the 

| transmitter for WLBL here in the Baraboo Range near Ableman, Wis- 

PROF. ORTH ELECTED SECRE- electrical engineering department consin. Two of the more important 

TARY OF S.P.E.E. about a month ago. It will be in- highlights of the trip were the blast- 
At the annual meeting of the So- stalled some time in April in the ing in the quartzite quarry and lis- 

ciety for Promotion of Engineering new location of the state-owned sta- tening to the Wisconsin-Northwest- 

Education held at Iowa State Uni- tion at Auburndale, near Stevens ern football game in a convenient 

versity, Nov- Point. The present location of tavern. 

ember 6-7, in WLBL is to be abandoned in favor —— 

Prof. H. D. - be of the new 22¥-acre tract which MOVE TO NEW HOMES IN 
Orth, head Pores] | nN be will include a completely new trans- SHOREWOOD 
of the me- | pd mitter house and vertical radiator Prof. W. S. Cottingham of the 
chanical ——el | nL ee 450 feet high. Construction of the structural engineering department, 
drawing as, ~ —— a transmitter is under the direction of and Prof. R. R. Benedict of the elec- 
de par t - MRBMRIRIiaunseeiy Professor Koehler who also helped trical engineering department have 
ment here, build the transmitter now in use at recently moved to new homes in 
was elected secretary of the organi- WHA. Shorewood. 
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RELAX ... AND GET SENIOR CIVILS TRAVEL committee is concerned with the de- 

LEFT TO MILWAUKEE velopment of radio policy. 

B. W. Meek, instructor of the Forty-six senior civils made the His paper was under the heading 

Geology 9 course, Frank Stone, and annual inspection trip to Milwaukee of “Considerations of a Social and 

two other unknown engineers found on October 22 to 24. Messrs. L. H. Economic Nature,” the theme of it 

themselves in a sorry plight last No- Kessler, A. T. Lenz, and W. F. Wal- being—‘‘to create and to firmly es- 

vember 7 while on the geology field ton of the hydraulics department tablish non-centralized and non- 

trip to Able- and Prof. W. S. Cottingham were in monopolizable rights to the use of 

man, Wiscon- EB charge of the trip. the nation’s limited broadcasting fa- 

sin. The story @ ) LF, To start the trip off in a jolly cilities.” 

goes that the “co? re i mood, Al Scheuter surprised the __ 

above sturdy BR Y y boys by coming tearing down the PROF. KESSLER SPEAKS 

engineers a (— street just as the bus was leaving. IN CHICAGO 

stopped in at == The first stop was at Jefferson, en At the annual meeting of the 

a tavern to re- os = route to Milwaukee, where they in- American Society of Agricultural 

lax and inhale spected the Racine Street bridge. In Engineers held November 31 to De- 

| a few beers before the group left Milwaukee various structures visited cember 4 at the Hotel Stevens in 

for home after a strenuous field included the Greendale Housing Chicago, Prof. L. H. Kessler of the 

trip. The idea was fine, but unfor- project, South 84th Street Under- hydraulics department presented a 

tunately they tarried a bit too long, pass, and Rawson-Howell Overhead. lecture on “Results of Experiments 

and the train pulled out without Besides these structures the civils on Flow of Water Through Drop 

them. How they finally got back to also visited the Wisconsin Bridge Inlet Culverts and Other Soil Ero- 

Madison is another story, but you and Iron Company where they saw sion Control Structures.” His sub- 

may be assured that there were four a Carnegie beam section weighing ject was based on experiments car- 

very worried engineers in Ableman 425 pounds per foot. Allis Chal- ried on in the hydraulics lab, but 

for an hour of two. mers’s plant, Jones Island Sewerage also included recent research on the 

Treatment plant, and the Riverside subject as well. The paper was of 
Pumping Station were also on the interest not only to those interested 

THEY MUST BE SLEEPY list. At the High Pressure Pumping in soil erosion work, but to other 
Entertainment during the eve- Station, which supplies river water fields into which soil erosion is en- 

nings on the senior inspection trips at high pressure for fighting fires, tering, such as highway engineering. 

varied from light opera to bur- they were given a startling demon- Prof. E. R. Jones of the agricul- 

lesque. These evenings coupled with stration. tural engineering department also 

the added fatigue of hiking long, presented a topic headed “Use of 

weary miles through huge steel mills Drop Inlet, Soil Saving Dams in 

and the like caused more than one PROF. BENNETT PRESENTS Wisconsin Soil Conservation Pro- 

sleepy engineer to miss the bus and PAPERS gram.” 

be forced to arrive later via a taxi. Early in October, Prof. Edward — 

Carl Sohns and John Myers, both Bennett of the electrical engineering RESEARCH CONFERENCE 

mechanicals, were victims of this department presented a paper en- Held once a month in the various 

fate. Red Carlson, civil, arrived late titled, “Electric Heating by the branches of the engineering college, 

at the Allis Chalmers plant by the Proximity Effect,” before a conven- the first research conference of the 

same method of locomotion, while tion of the American Welding So- year was held Tuesday, November 

another angle is found in Heinrich- ciety held in Cleveland. 24, in the hydraulics laboratory. 

meyer being left sitting on the steps On October 5, Professor Bennett Subjects presented were: “Action of 

of Electro-Motive Corporation wait- appeared before the Federal Com- Inhibitors in Pickling Solutions,” by 

ing for his girl to come and get him. munications Commission when he R. M. Max of the chemical engi- 

She must have arrived, because he presented another paper on “Some neering department; “Mechanical 

was in classes the next day. Governing Considerations in the Al- Pneumatic Water Hammer Arrest- 

As the results of a little night life location of Frequencies in the Broad ors,” with a demonstration in the 

at Kitty Davis’ rendezvous, General Band.” Professor Bennett’s interest laboratory by G. A. Rohlick of the 

Benjamin C. Dicke (pronounced in this subject comes from the fact hydraulics department, and “The 

Dick, not Dicky) still carries fond that he is the technical adviser of Testing of Appliances,” by Royce 

thoughts of one glamorous enter- the university station, WHA, and Johnson of the electrical engineer- 

tainer called “Peaches.” as a member of the university radio ing department. 
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If all the sleepers in Professor Ingersoll’s lecture were 

placed end to end .. . they would be more comfortable. 

“STATIC” ne One day last week one of the boys walked up to Mr. 
Young, czar of the foundry, and asked how to charge his 

By ENGIN EARS _ mold. Quoth Mr. Young with a disgusted sigh, “We just 
go into a store and say—‘Charge it’!” 

There’s an ugly rumor going around to the effect that — 

winter is on its way. Not that the snow and ice mean any- We had a good quote from Professor Ragatz, too, but 

thing; but when the civils start wearing gloves—that’s the editor said, “This is the Engineer, not Octy,” so you'll 

cold! This is the one season when the engineer, in high have to ask the boys in Metallography 119. 

boots and flannel shirt, is envied oe Xe 

rather than frowned on by the The large gob of emptiness that is being driven into the 
| campus nonentities of Law and € (9 , earth behind the Chem. building to house the new cen- 
| Bascom. It is also, lest we forget, ans trifuge still draws a good crowd of professional steam- 

the season of Santa Claus (ain’t Cas x shovel watchers. As Heuser says, next to Mary Anderson 

| that peachy, freshmen?). All of kod . its been the biggest distraction in the quant. lab all fall. 
us will, before you hardly can say [FLOR oN >» «« 

root-mean-square, be lamming it | (ELS SS; The cast iron bathmat award this month goes to the un- 

| back to mother, home, and the WE identified engineer who in Economics la lecture some 

| old girl friend, to forget for a weeks ago so magnificently yet tactfully showed Professor 
| brief week the approaching finals, and to rake in a few Kiekhofer the value of a slide rule in writing a text. He 

| choice handkerchiefs, razors) neckties, and other stuff so endeared himself forever to his comrades by the conclud- 

useless to ye complete engineer. But do we ever pause to ing sentence of his note: “If you intend reading this aloud, 
| think of the poor, friendless instructors we leave behind. may I suggest that you put a few simple figures on the 

As with the miners, no one ever gives them a thought. blackboard so that the L&S students present may grasp 

Can’t you picture the seniors proffs weeping with loneli- what we are talking about.” 

ness, their tears blotting the ink on the reports overdue ve oe 

lists which lie before them, the freshie mentors sitting 

dejectedly about listening as of yore for the patter of tiny P. M. Ketchum, “the fuse companies’ friend,” editor of 
| feet across the classroom floor. Fellers, we just can’t do this rag, and already notorious in other ways, has found a 

this to ’em. So, to brighten their Yuletide we have mailed "€w way to punish the circuit-breakers. Not content with 

to Santa the following appropriate list: the results obtained last spring when he put an ammeter 

To— across the line terminals to see if it was alive (it WAS!), 

Hartenburg—One new and louder bow tie. he has taken up arc welding in the dynamo lab. The trick 

Orth—Some hair-raising mystery book to read during 1 fo Biase a ee across the switch terminals and 
those long 2-hour classes. watch the metal melt. It’s more darn fun... 

Hollander—A text on “How to Overcome an Inferiority >> «« 

Complex” and a spot on radio’s Voice of Experience hour. A “ ‘ ¥ : z “3 eerie 
s the Indian exclaimed when his third wife died, “This 

March—A megaphone. is: che: lasevsquaw! 

Ingersoll—A boy scout or a box of matches for his fire- ve we 
making demonstration. 

Withey—A Monroe calculator. The fraternity man explains it... 

Neill—One can of Postum. They have blind-dated me with oil cans, worn my shirts 

Hansen—A feather duster or a swing band. to keep his more than I have, 

mechanics class awake. , used my toothpaste, 

Bird—A calculus answer book. \ : _f # broken my razor, 

Calderwood—A new green eyeshade. \ i a V, opened my mail, 

Wahlin—One half dozen assorted geniuses to be dis- \e 1 | j ‘ ~ ruined my golf 

tributed among his quiz sections. e@. e oe clubs, borrowed 

Kahlenberg—A subscription to the Chicago Tribune we sey (ed) money and never 

and a book titled, “The ABC of Atomic Structure.” ° _ 4 ? ih ‘Og LA paid it back, gone 

Dean Millar—A box of safety pins to use in his frosh II iy (H] ioe in a bet 

nursery. Te aS when drunk, pad- 

Sokolnikoff—A shiny new Shick razor. dled me when I was 

And to the M.E. building (adds a mechanical)—a sup- a pledge, and the only reason I am sticking around is that 

ply of soap which will still clean hands yet not leave just I’m curious to know what the hell they are going to do 

gory stumps at the end of one’s arms. next. —Arkansas Engineer. 
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surface and the metal, free from the protecting coating of 

hydrogen, dissolves more iron in an effort to maintain 

° h f equilibrium. It is this brown oxidized form of iron that 

aVINgG t e ur ace we call rust. According to this idea it can then be seen 

that oxygen and water must be present for this type of 
f Nt l corrosion of iron. 

Oo ee Cell action often is an important corrosive influence in 

duplex alloys or broken coatings of metals on iron which 
by LAWRENCE E SIMON, min’37 are cathodic toward iron. The difference in electro-poten- 

tial of the constituents, or of base and coating metal makes 

an e.m.f. exist and a current to flow between them. This 
F VITAL interest to all engineers is the question of cell action causes material to be corroded from one of the 
“Saving the Surface of Steel.” Millions of dollars constituents. 

. ‘4 . . . . worth of material are relegated to the scrap heap There are many ramifications of the theory dealing with 
yearly because surface damage has made steel incompetent acidic solutions, concentration cells, stray current corrosion, 
to render its original service. Although this scrap is large- cells set up due to differing degrees of cold-working, etc., 
ly recovered, the sums gone into the fabrication of the but space does not permit their discussion here. 
parts, and the costs of replacing these parts as far as In metallurgical practice, several of the methods used 
labor and lost production time are concerned, represent for corrosion protection are: metal coatings—spraying, 
an economic loss to engineering practice. The surface dipping, electroplating, and other methods; chemical coat- 
damage causing this loss may be laid at the door of two _ ings; alloys; passivity; and balancing electromotive forces. 
agents, corrosion and abrasion. Fatigue corrosion in un- Zinc is most used as a protectant and as such may be 
derwater members; valve surfaces capable of resisting cor- applied in any of four methods. Hot-dip galvanizing was 
rosive influences at high temperatures; light, hard sur- the first use of this metal. In this process the object to be 
faced pistons; piping, vat lining, still linings to resist high alvanized is first treated to give it a clean surface. It is P piping. g: g g g 8 
temperature and corrosive influences; wear of conveyor then immersed in a bath of molten zinc, the time of im- 
chutes; tough crankshafts with hard, wear-resisting sut- mersion depending upon the desired thickness of the coat- 
faces are just a few engineering problems made important ing. The molten zinc alloys with the iron forming iron- 
by the action of these two surface-affectors. As the title zinc compounds and all intermediate alloys of iron and 

: suggests, it is the purpose of this article to review modern zinc. It is the presence of these intermetallic compounds 
engineering methods of dealing with these difficulties. which often causes difficulty with galvanized pieces. Com- 8) g& & y g Pp 

| In beginning with corrosion a short review of the action pounds have an inherent brittleness which may cause 
| itself may well serve as an introduction to the subject. cracking and scaling if the galvanized piece is subjected to 

There are at present two outstanding theories regarding too much bending or elastic deformation. The cracking 
corrosion, the acid and the electrolytic. The electrolytic may also have a notching effect on the steel beneath and 
theory is most widely accepted and it is this one which I may cause a more rapid failure of the entire piece. 
will discuss. In order to meet the last objection in zinc coating, two 

: If a piece of iron is placed in a test tube containing other methods have been evolved, spraying and electro- 
only pure boiled water, and 

sealed, the piece will remain ete ca PO maha ned oe wp EHR HET pera CEECEE eriod of time. An explanation a ° 
- his ph i h sod | 1 TAT | Sea of this phenomenon shows the COVES PSS 
water to be saturated with iron soo | YF TT | AL TT TSAR TT [ay Charmdniteals trodes | [TT [I 4 —__] | [7 Tolte aisd. the matultis Shem bo Ge LOVEE se PSP EP 

: ete eee 
covered with a film of hydrogen. 4 Ht @ wii 20 Hone fT 
It is the hydrogen film on the % ood [tI UT [| [| PE TT ee : hich ns tt Li 2 CIT PPPeeetr rrr rrr ryt rrr rr SAT 
iron which retains the metantc eed ECP REE Ra 
luster. If the seal of the test tube = PEP eee NT 
is'Dedlenna brawn ipitateim- Z sd || TT TTT TT TTT Ty TPP eer NR ETT x8 DECSIPISALE Wg PTT CSCC Cer : : & PTT TT ET I @) carburized 10 Hours mW I mediately forms in the water. sod_| | | [TT [| | Reheated, Quenched and Drawn| | | | PET T | [| ANCL 
The breaking of the seal has ad- [|_| |tegena: LIT{TT TITTIES 

, f ie ai d zod_| | (1) .20 Carbon Steel. No Previous Heat Treatment LETT TTA mitted oxygen from the air an [ ||) Special Chromium-Aluminum-Molybdenum Steel Previously Heated to LETIN | 
the iron ions in solution in water zod_|_| — 1700° F. Quenched in Oil, Drawn 1250° F. Finished Machined. Redrawn 1000° F. ie 

: : i Treatment as Shown ate oxidived te, a hicher form:of |_| |) .20 Carbon Steel. No Previous Heat Treatment. Subsequent T: er 
. ee ee i At TTT TTT TT Ter Tt yyy yt yy || ERE iron, which is insoluble and CECE CECE EEE EEE EEE eee 
brown in color. Oxygen also com- +000" ,002" 006" 010" .014"=~)~~ 018" ~022" 2026" ~030" 034" 

. . ‘ Depth of Case in Inches bines with the hydrogen which to ways . : Comparison of the chapmanizing, nitriding, and carburizing processes. 
has been protecting the metal —Courtesy Wesley Steel Treating Co. 
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His job is to look for trouble before it happens. He is one of many who inspect tele- 

phone apparatus regulary, even when nothing is wrong. His work is called “preventive 

maintenance.” @, This work is of the highest importance. It helps to prevent interruptions 

to the service; often forestalls costly repairs, or replacements; helps keep telephone 

service at highest efficiency. @, To plan this work requires management with imaginative 

foresight and the ability to balance the many factors involved in the maintenance problem. 
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plating. In spraying the surface is first prepared by a shot a means of protecting superheater tubes, pyrometer tubes, 

or sand blasting operation. The purpose of this operation is and oil refinery equipment exposed to high temperature 

to obtain a perfectly clean surface and also to somewhat and corrosive surphur compounds. 

roughen it in order that the molten sprayed metal may A number of coatings chemical in nature are used as 

flow into the crevices and key itself to the surface. The protectants. Parkerizing is a means of applying one of 

impinging of the hot molten zinc upon the surface causes these, The piece to be treated is immersed in a bath of 

a weld to exist between the metals and this coupled with manganese dihydrogen phosphate. It is then boiled until 
the above-mentioned keying process gives a very adherent effervescence ceases. This process provides a phosphate 

coating. Electroplating serves the same function as spray- coating on the metal. The Bower-Barff is another method 
ing except that the adherence is believed to be due to the whereby the piece is heated to 1600°F.; superheated 

existence of atomic bonds between the two metals. The steam is then injected forming Fe:O: and Fe:O: coating on 

absence of intermetallic compounds by the last two meth- the surface of piece. The FeO: is then reduced to FesO: 

ods does away with the brittleness layers and so there is a by an atmosphere of CO and the process is finished leav- 

better correlation of the ductilities of the two metals. Of ing an FeO: coating on the piece. Both the Bower-Barff 

interest in the electroplating field has been the success re- and Parkerizing are much used as surface preparation 

cently of a means of continuous electroplating of wire to prior to painting. 

give a very ductile protective coating. By anodically polarizing iron in a sulphuric acid bath or 

Sheradizing is a method of zinc coating which is much by immersion in a strong caustic bath the iron may be 

used for small articles of intricate shape where a very uni- made passive. In this passive condition corrosion from 

form covering is desired. It is carried on by tumbling the pitric influences is strongly resisted. Iron does not retain 

pieces to be treated in a barrel filled with zinc dust, the its passive condition long. Chromium, however, does, 

process being carried on at 660 to 700° F. The coating forming spontaneously in the air the oxygen layer which 

formed is of the same nature as the hot-dipped with inter- is the cause for passivity. It is this tendency of chromium 

metallic compounds being present. The coating is thinner which gives stainless steels some of their corrosion resist- 
and much more uniform, however, and does not affect the ance, 

dimensions of the piece seriously, which may be important Oils and greases, commonly termed “slushes,” are also 
as in treating threaded pieces. used as corrosion protectants by applying a thin coating 

Besides zinc many other metallic coatings are used as over the surface. They are mainly used to prevent rusting 

protectants. In the field of electroplating tin, copper, jp storage or shipment. 

chromium, cadmium, and even lead being used. Chrom- An e.m.f. may be used to buck out the e.m.f. existing 

ium has been widely used recently both for its protective between the corrodant and the metal being corroded. This 

and for its decorative qualities. It does not have a strong method has been successfully applied to prevent corrosion 

adhering power on iron so that often copper and nickel and scaling in boiler installations. 

plates are first applied to prevent any peeling action. Equally important with corrosion as a means of surface 
Chrome plate is also fairly brittle and so cannot be used damage is abrasion. With the advent of simple machinery 

where it may be subjected to heavy shocks. A thin flash yan was brought face to face with abrasive action. Fric- 

. of lead has been developed recently by electrolytic pick- tion of two surfaces on one another causes a breaking away 

| ling which forms a specialized corrosion resistant against of small particles from the surfaces and soon can mate- 

sulphate compounds. In action it forms a protective de- rially alter the original dimensions of the parts so that 

| composition coating of lead sulphate which is insoluble in they may not be able to perform their original function. 

sulphuric corrodant. Copper plate also usually acts by In order to meet this action in his machines man has ap- 

forming an insoluble decomposition coating of oxide. plied his inventive mind to find a number of means of 

In the last two years the metal spray has made rapid minimizing the action. Lubricants, bearing metal, alloys, 

gains. This is due to the expiration of basic patents mak- were all tried and although these methods did a great deal 
ing the process more economically available. In action a 

rod of the spray material is fed to a melting flame at a —_ — 

regular rate. As the rod melts the molten metal is taken 

by an air blast and atomized. This atomized spray im- TRY.» 

pinges on the surface to be coated and solidifies there. Our Fine Assortment 

A great variety of coatings may be applied by this method. 

Copper, zinc, cadmium, stainless steel, tin, lead, alumnium, OB 

or brass may be used, depending on conditions which must CHRISTMAS CARDS 

be met by the coating. 

Calorizing is another means of protective coating. It is lc and up 
quite similar to Sheradizing except aluminum is used in- 

stead of zinc. The aluminum on the surface oxidizes at N E T H E R W O O D 9 8 

higher temperatures and prevents the oxidization of the 

iron underneath. It is used in coating steel pots employed | Phone B. 701 519 State Street 

as salt or lead bath containers and has found some use as a es as — 
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in aiding to overcome abrasion, there were many places 7 

where these could not be used or were, in themselves, in- | : ”~ 

sufficient to minimize abrasion. Sometimes, too, toughness Brown Ss Yee 

was needed, coupled with abrasion resistance, and, of Book EX A 

course, paramount in all cases, was the economic factor. Shop i Qi 

Although alloys of FFici f ° STA) though alloys often were efficient, man, for economic NO 

reasons, was concerned with treating a cheaper, more ee i Oe 
bund ‘it material. steel. i der t . dl r brasi BOOKS nave a very SX IWS 

abundant material, steel, in order to handle his abrasion SPECIAL WAY OF SAYING Eng 

problem, and so a variety of surface treatments of steel . ; . . 

were resorted to to meet his need. MERRY eee : N= 

Probably the first thing resorted to was carburizing. CHRISTMAS =e 

This process is carried out by two methods, pack, or gas ‘ Chitstmas 

| carburizing. In pack carburizing the article to be surface © To Mother... CARDS | 

hardened is packed in a carbonaceous material. It is then SOUTH RIDING . 

heated to 900° C. and held there. The holding time de- By Winifred Holtby Personal 

pending on the depth of case required. The action is a ° ee 50 for $1.00 
or of 

penetration of CO gas formed from the carbonaceous ma- By Robert P. T, Coffin Name Printed FREE 

terial at the elevated temperature along the boundaries of Te Sik... eo 0 

the grains. Some carbon then combines with the iron KIT BRANDON Single Cards | 
: : ° ; By Sherwood Anderson 

leaving CO». This CO: is then again converted to CO by More than 400 to | 

ntact with the carbonace: material, and thus the proc TOME choose from. contact wi e carbonaceous 4 a us the proc- STEPS GOING DOWN 3é lo fox $e) tose. 

ess proceeds. The treatment results in a case of higher By John T. McIntyre ° eo. 

carbon around a lower carbon core. The piece may then © To Everyone A | 
ssortments 

be heat treated to form a hard, wear-resistant case, with GONE WITH THE WIND 
: : . -. By Margaret Mitchell 10c to $1 per box 

a tough, ductile core. The action in gas carburizing a 

is similar except that the pieces are heated in an atmos- e B 9 B | Sh ‘ 

phere of carbon rich gas. Pack carburizing is used on large rowns Ook op 

sections which might sag and distort at the carburizing State and Lake Streets 

temperature if not supported, while gas carburizing is - 

used to treat small parts in a tumbling barral arrange- — 

ment. The depth of case varies up to 0.030 inch depend- hd >. Bs ; 

ing on the time of treatment. 4 : > oN ; 
Another process much used to produce a hard super- ogi an tae 

5 : 2s , ks Ny Ci a 
ficial case of a few thousands is cyaniding. The piece to Ra AEN OY ta 4 

ss : - rar em OWE RN OG) Ce 
be treated is immersed in the cyanide bath until it has at- oe Y 4 a 

tained a temperature of 1550 to 1600° F. It is allowed to |. Pe an a 

remain for 10 to 15 minutes and then hed. Th i +e s ne ae quenched. ere is ; ee ue 
. oo 8 a penetration of carbon to form the case and also a pene- -_ _ 

tration of nitrogen to form hard iron nitrides. This oper- re _ —ee 

ation takes less time than carburizing, but produces only a Meee ets ? oo 2 eee 
superficial case. a oe <a 

Nitriding is also used to produce a hard case. The oper- ie ge Gieacia ed ae gee 

ation is carried on by heating the piece at 525° C. for a i ken —o Riese = Zee 

period of 5 to 50 hours in a nitrogenous atmosphere, Pe Bree 2 

iia, oe... Se oe ; 
a See ee 

Enjoy Christmas... a 

Leave your es 

here while away for vacation | : Pee a : ae iy oe at S 

Also Mimeographing and Multigraphing ONG Wisconsin Engraving ie 
« Open Thru Vacation .. Aa be 

. Cees Rap 2 thee than Te 

College Typing Co.| ie@Celutst Tit i 
Badger 3747 eH See eee A yak ray een ann 

across the campus from the library | Cee ne es P ey OGY Soe 
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usually ammonia gas. This operation produces a very which are dissipated as heat. It is on these two facts that 

hard case of a depth up to 0.030 inch. The mechanism Tocco hardening is based. A high frequency current 

consists of the formation of a case containing iron nitrides passes into two inductor blocks which are clamped around 

which make it very hard. Most steels used today in nitrid- the surface to be hardened. These inductor blocks act as 

ing contain some aluminum since it has been found that _ the primary of a transformer and are separated by a small 

aluminum combines with nitrogen more readily than iron air-gap from the surface to be hardened. There is thus 

to form hard aluminum nitrides, thus giving a faster oper- induced in the secondary, the piece of steel, a surface cur- 

ation. One advantage of nitriding is that it is carried on rent. This surface current through hystersis and eddy cur- 

below the critical of the steel, hence having no grain rent losses causes the piece to be heated on the surface. 

growth effect. When the heat has penetrated to a sufficient depth water 

Chapmanizing is an offshoot of nitriding. The process is sprayed on the surface through holes in the face of the 

is quite similar to nitriding except that an activated nitro- inductor blocks. This water acts as a quenching agent 

gen is passed through a liquid bath in which the piece is and hardens the heated portion. The core and surround- 

| immersed. The result is a much speedier process with the ing material remains unaffected since they were not part 

| same or even better results as far as case is concerned. of the heated region. As yet the process has only been ap- 

It has long been realized that heating of the entire piece plied to crankshaft bearing surfaces, but it has great pos- 

| in order to obtain hardening only on the surface as in the sibilities and its application to other hardening problems 

above methods is wasteful since the heat put into the core is only a matter of time. 

| ordinarily is of no value except in its effect on the grain _ 

size of the core, in most cases being detrimental since the ‘ 

operations are carried on at such elevated temperatures Measuring Small Currents- 

that grain growth results, requiring further heat treatment. (continued from page 48) 

| In view of this waste, efforts have long been made to hard- uniform leakage of charge from the grid and for work at 

. en only those parts desired hard without affecting the rest the highest sensitivity, the tube must be put into a low 

of the piece. pressure chamber. Connection to the grid of the tube can 
| The first success in the direction has been flame or torch _ then be obtained by a wire passing through an amber insu- 

hardening. In practice it consists in a progressive flame lator sealed into the vacuum enclosure. However, the 

passing over the surface to be hardened, travelling at a really troublesome causes of fluctuations as one tries to 

rate calculated to bring the temperature of a surface layer increase sensitivity are those over which one has no con- 

of the steel just above its critical. Immediately following trol. 

| the torch is a water spray which quenches the heated por- If the grid is connected to the filament through a low 

tion and so hardens it. resistance like that of a bias battery, no fluctuations may 

A newcomer in the field of differential hardening is the be observed, but as the external grid resistance is increased 

Tocco hardening process. Tocco hardening is an interest- variations of the voltage between its terminals begin to 

ing application of some electric and magnetic properties appear, due to the thermal motion of the electrons in the 

to the hardening problem. A high frequency current is resistance. These fluctuations in voltage are known as the 

known to travel on the surface of its conductor and also Johnson effect. A similar effect occurs when the grid is 

| iron is known to have hystersis and eddy current losses entirely disconnected. In this case the grid may be thought 

| r e r 

gy | Gifts—Gilts - Gifts 
| 

| 
) You bet we have them . . . and beauties, too. . . 

| v smart ash trays . . . polished chromium serving 

| Deny sets . . . scrolled book ends . . . and a thousand Kg 
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‘ ee 
of as connected to the filament through a very high re- —=—= 

sistance; namely the resistance of the glass or quartz in- | CAMBRIDGE INSTRUMENTS 

sulation. 

Another effect, the shot effect, may be important espe- for 4-2 Measurements 

cially when the tube is operated with the grid discon- f\ ¢*el pp fi 
; - 3 ge ee... 3 L ~ ey 

nected. In this condition the grid current is zero by defi- Iie pti ii & 

nition. That is, on the average, equal numbers of positive Rt ye mE a EL litle mete : | 

ions and electrons are reaching the grid every second. co “ eT To nn im 7 SS 
Actually the positive ions and electrons are in rapid therm- | a aS Saar a cl see gr cul | 
al motion and equal numbers are not always coming up to | | : oc corre ed | 

the grid. The number of either kind fluctuates, and al- is . ee S 
acer ' J i 

though on the average the numbers of positive ions and i | i 

electrons may be equal, either one may exceed the other ey T ok r 
at particular instants. As these variations occur, there will ud 12 Element Oscillosrenh EE | 

be corresponding changes in the potential of the grid, and © Cambridge furnishes a wide range of instruments for high 
consequently fluctuations in plate current. These changes and low frequency measurements for use in standardizing, 
set a definite limit to the sensitivity of vacuum tube elec- research and commercial testing laboratories. Literature 

i describing a wide range of instruments suitable for precise 
trometers, for, under the best conditions, other fluctua- measurements of alternating current, voltage and power, 
tions are small in comparison with them. will be sent upon request. Instruments will be constructed 

| Fluctuations in galvanometer current with grid insulated | #0 meetigpecial requirements, 

are shown in the two curves of Fig. 4, which the photo- OTHER CAMBRIDGE PRODUCTS 
. . ss Moisture Indicators and Recorders Physical Testing Inst! ts 

graphic records of galvanometer deflections. The sensitiv- ons “Surface Pyrometers _ Laboratory Insts, or NG. & D.C. 

ity is indicated on the figure. A magnification four to eight Gas Analysis Equipment Physiological Inseruments 
times ay great couldveasily have been obiained ‘Bux would and other Mechanical and Electrical Instruments 

not be useful since the fluctuations would also be magni- CAMBRIDGE 

fied. 

The convenience of compact circuits of the type de- INSTRUMENT Co I8! c 
: Xe sent York Ci 

scribed has already been demonstrated and for many ap- 8182 Grand Central Teszninal, New Nork’ City, 

plications they have entirely superseded the conventional eae nEEnn 

quadrant electrometer and the sensitive galvanometer. 
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Su 7 We wish for staff members, faculty 

. an ( and friends of the WISCONSIN 

AREEA0) t TER ENGINEER all the good things of 

AA .) 7 the holiday season .. . 

May the new year 1937 bring to each of you health, wealth, and happiness, 

and we hope to merit your sincere friendship and patronage throughout 

‘ 
the year... 
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COOPERATIVE Perhaps no course in “The main difficulty with had the basic shop experience and back- 

EDUCATION __ the university receives the average person is that we ground which is so essential to men 
as much adverse criti- don’t see the man who “higher up.” 

cism as does our engineering course. makes a material success of Still, it can not be said that this plan is 

Either it is too heavy, they say, or ithas [ife until after he has ideal for Wisconsin in any such form. 

too few electives, or the hours are too achieved distinction. The Our school is probably too large and the 

long. These and innumerable other criti: man who is hitting the ball city of Madison too small to furnish the 

cisms have long been current on the cam- persistently does not always required part-time employment. 

pus, yet few constructive remedies have attract attention at first no- Although we doubt that the plan is feas- 

been offered. tice. He is generally recog- _ ible here, we do wish to point out that, for 

There is, however, one new develop- nized only after he has made the boy who can’t easily afford to attend a 

ment in engineering education which has  hijs fight and won out.’ regular engineering school, the cheaper 
seemingly been overlooked in this con- —ANonymovs. cooperative plan holds many distinct ad- 
nection, probably because the mechanics vantages which make it worthy of his 

of it are not commonly known. This development (which serious consideration. 

is not very new, after all) is the cooperative plan. e 

As generally carried out, the plan provides for two FIRED BEFORE Have you ever stopped to think what 

years of a regular engineering schedule for the enrollee, HIRED you are going to do about getting a job 

fortifying him with a thorough knowledge of the basic after you have completed your engi- 
sciences and math. Then, at the beginning of the third neering course? Do you think that some organization is 

year, he is placed in some industrial organization at a job going to seek you out and offer you a job just because you 
related to his field of interest. After four to six weeks of have a diploma from the University of Wisconsin? Did it 

such employment, he returns to his studies for a like occur to you that you will have to do a good job of selling 
period. Thereafter, for the next three years, similar alter- yourself to them or they won’t even give you a second 

nating periods of class and shop work are continued, and thought? : , 

at the end of this time the regular engineering degree is Rerently, 1h. Clasenee Bhmlb, predilens all dle. Gee. 

granted. eral Foods company, made the statement that th 
The student now stands before the world with what? 0° mpany, Peer ab EAE QVERABE 

5 ‘ 3 ; s 4 i graduate has such a weak and feeble argument why the First, with a solid engineering education, equivalent to . . . 
b € db dited school concern should give him a job that they could not be 

ENG) OSES DY QR: BECEEGINES, EGNOS: . . expected to have the least interest in him. He went on 
Second (and equally important), with a basic practical a . . . . we ; further: “‘Why do you want a job with us?’ we ask. 

knowledge of the functions of his industry, obtained first- . ee ol < oo | hand by th d himself Invariably an empty reply is given. His only real inspira- 
Nan y the student imself. : 

tion th tter had b that le al h 
| This is a new version of “the five year course.” How- on on uene ma ae ae eat People always have to : _ .. eat, and a good job with a food company ought to be a ever, the additional cost of the fifth year has been negligi- ‘ . , : stable one, and ‘my professor said that General Foods was ble. During the time the student has been working he has a good company’. A reply of this kind is th ed 

been earning his way. He is also prepared to step into a 8 pany Ply : ie . & EOS: © . . 8 . % . . pendable of all methods of losing a prospective job.” The | higher position than those to which his shiny new diploma 5 . : : average concern taking on college men wants someone who would entitle him, for in the shops he has had the ele- . . 
- 5 , aa can show that he has considered himself fitted to be an mentary training which is a prerequisite to responsibility. . 

Another angle to be considered is the student’s oppor. advantage to his employer. no = : : 
tunity to scrutinize his fields of interest, to decide if engi- Mr. Francis said the reply should have been, “I have 

: neering is his destiny, and if so—which branch? Here, as thes fo: a G ecause I have studied YeuE Company and. 

under no other system, he may reconcile theory with prac- ott ers and have come to the conclusion that I am. best 
tice as he goes along. And how much more real will engi- suited for yours. I should much prefer a position in this 
neering be to him. He leaves college with a head not de ante branch of the work to any other. My Previous 
swollen by the grand futures and dreams which afflict SEARSEIENCS: in this work makes me best suited for it. I am 
most of us at that time. And, more often than not, with willing to work for any salary you name while I am going 

the offer of a responsible job from the very company in rough the stages of learning the ropes; have you a place 
which he has already served his apprenticeship. For the or me? 
employers like this system and do hire the graduates who With an argument like that, the prospective employee 
have worked under them. In fact, one large Milwaukee 15 not starting with two strikes already called. 
concern has swung decidedly toward Marquette co-ops in e 
preference to Wisconsin graduates because the former have “Whatever your past has been, you have a spotless future.” 
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At the right is shown the type of |] 4 oF | i 7 ea 

die-casting machines being used by [f f a @ cm SA 7 
The Hoover Company in producing |f | ‘ p i: 

| the daily total of 5,000 Dowmetal a 4 / cee 
die-castings for the new Hoover L i _ ; 

One-Fifty Electric Cleaner. — Fn) — 
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What DOWMETAL is doing for HOOVER 

oY 
AU WA " P Lightness to the utmost limit, without Dowmetal in the Hoover One Fifty 

ie sacrifice of strength or durability, constitutes its first appearance in 
} was a major objective when Hoover a product of general public use, 

: } set out to re-design its famous line it has long demonstrated its value 

A) of electric cleaners. in portable power tools, trucks, 

icicle ’ After considering every factor machinery, foundry flasks and many 

: j wre Hoover adopted Dowmetal. other products. 

~ For Dowmetal is actually @ full third Dowmetal opens the way to the com- 
lighter than aluminum yet possesses plete—not partial—elimination of 

: c comparable strength and durability. useless, power-consuming or sales- 

Thus, it carries lightness of con- retarding weight. 

' 1 ST on the ae Complete information concerning 
San s a sebalienes Of any otner the characteristics, uses and methods 

= commercial metal or Bee 6 a dea 
i of fabrication is contained in “The 

alloy. a : * ¥ % Dowmetal Data Book.” A copy will 
In the new Hoover One Fifty, a While th f b j i ; 
Dowwetal ivvueed in pvacuitiecenr 5 ile the use o: e sent with our compliments to you. 

parts from the handle bail to the Pe iS 
intricate main housing. In these Fay. eo . eee THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY 
five parts a total weight saving of os ae, ead a ae over hes: pounds 4 ochieved emg Dowmetal Division + Midland, Michigan 
without the slightest sacrifice of 4 eH. aie 
structural strength. ee 

f Ss : Se a : : Cl | 
The amazing lightness made ee ee 
poséible by Dowmelal hes ae a 
caused thousands of women to vs o 
abandon their present cleaner is i. ss 
for the lighter, easier handled As Ve - 
Hoover. a a F is 

Va Tis ND Pa i MAGNESIUM ALLOYS aN ieee 
ak fe etme LIGHTEST OF ALL STRUCTURAL METALS 

And these women are praising the a4 xs i a Hoover af every opportunity—and  |aailearsy #. 
its lightness is one of the features * va 
they praise most. Se



G-E Campus News 
pioneers in Ce of ee science and = 

r founder of the General Electric Company, invented 
\\w Win wy, resistance welding—fusing metals by plane them 

wi 3 “Zs 2 a contact and passing an electric current through 
J “ gy them. 

: Ele Q Ay Gi aE To mark the golden anniversary and to honor the 
3 igs PS 7000 ihe (¥ man who officiated at the “ceremony,” the Detroit | oy ae w) Sah Pe Section of the American Welding Society dedicated 
Wy nS eee , on a recent program to Professor Thomson’s invention. 
ge Vy eo f re’ \ The years have seen resistance welding develop 

, y \ wae from its purely experimental stage into a process of 
| “a metal fabrication that is wide in application. sett | radio and industrial tubes and parts, automobile | NUMBER 7000 bodies, the high-strength aluminum alloys used in 
| UST as if timed to take part in the 25th birth- aircraft, farm ienplemerite, the new lightweight 

day celebration of the General Electric shops in railway equipment—all are fabricated by resistance 
| Erie, Pa., Locomotive Number 7000 recently bowed _ welding. 
| its way out of its shed and took a brilliant turn on 
| the test track. 

/ 
: The first of Number 7000’s predecessors was begun OM 

in Erie in 1911, or just 25 years after electrical manu- e 
facture had commenced in Schenectady. Since that Y Vy ss | time locomotives weighing from 114 to 300 tons have Y ’ ih x ss been turned out to improve haulage electrically. This Ee A \ FE 
range includes types for every sort of service— ii YA oc straight electric with trolley pole or third-rail shoe, | (AL mye fil 
battery types, internal-combustion engines, and JK 4 1 | ) Ca 2 og combinations of different designs. by | s cy iy ‘. 

% MB i Yi | The Erie plant is notable for its contributions to ig Oiled AECL ER Haan Fag | practically every phase of modern electric transporta- SS eae ae al 
tion. The electrification of terminals and railroads sf — SS 
has been accomplished largely with Erie equipment. a = 
Many of the new high-speed trains, which have 
aroused so much interest in rail travel, and many SUNSHINE IN MANHATTAN 
urban transit vehicles, such as street cars, trackless 
trolley coaches, and diesel-electric buses, likewise AM last there is sunshine—sunshine for those who use Erie equipment. spend so much of their hurried lives in the 

shadows of Manhattan’s financial district. For in his 
a new downtown recreation and health center—largest 

[} ca of its kind in the world—Artie McGovern, famous 
ecven| trainer and physical director, has equipped both the 

= ao hot room and gymnasium with ultraviolet sunlamps. 
00 Installed by General Electric engineers in the form l7 L\ Ne of 26 ceiling units—probably the largest installation 

x i /<\ ever made in a single location—they not only afford 
* GS ~~. ie health-giving artificial sunshine but are the sole 

«a a ~ el & means of illuminating the two rooms. 
i / ~ Y NG } ) This installation marks another step forward in the ( field of lighting. The development of better lamps 

e, l ve ®. . to sell at grenthy reduced Vielen, the tainalen 
. for safety on the highway by means of improved 

FIFTY YEARS OF WELDED BLISS highway lighting, the “Better Light—Better Sight” 
. . — », movement for the protection of eyesight, and the 

Tin pieces of metal were joined in “weldlock” search for methods to improve general health have fifty years ago. That was in 1886, when Pro- all been given strong impetus through the efforts of fessor Elihu Thomson, one of America’s greatest the General Electric Company. 
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